MISSION NOTES
In Lahore, Pakistan: Brittany Gill asked for prayer this
week because she was feeling ill from her pregnancy.
Saints prayed and an immediate solution and relief came
about.

In Portland, Lee Turner has been placed on Hospice Care.
He describes himself as “bed-fast.” It was Lee’s vision that
inspired the work of Christ in Pakistan many years ago.
Lee’s work is now being carried on by his son Jonathan
with the help of a team of skilled workers (Key
Communications). Lee established this church while he
lived in Vancouver. His house stood where the pharmacy
of Hi-School Pharmacy is located.
While missions usually refers to cross-cultural outreach,
an interesting ministry is the music of Corban
Broadcasting in Owingsville, Kentucky. The station
broadcasts on FM and streams over the Internet 24 hours
each day. The family that owns the station is rooted in the
Christian Church and the gentleman preaches in a small
church. This avoids a kind of Christian music and teaching
that may be objectionable. They began this radio work
very late in their lives.
Music can be great therapy. Listen to it while napping for
a much deeper sleep. Listen to it before going to bed. It
may lower your blood pressure and have other benefits
such as being a more optimistic person. To learn more,
search for Music Therapy on the Internet.
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The Lord’s Supper is served, a reminder of God’s grace.

Mike Kennedy
Sermon: Intercessory Prayer
Next Sunday: “Working With Jesus”

PRAYER LIST ADDITIONS:

Larry Sword, as he recovers from a serious fall.
Jerri Hastings while she undergoes intensive treatment
for lung cancer.

The number of viewers watching the memorial for
Sandra Sisseck was remarkable. See the two entries in
the box at the next page. It was also released on other
platforms that we do not monitor for the number of
viewers. The number of viewers will rise because the file
will be accessible for many months to come.

Nina and Aiden Hall. Their apartment has become
unavailable to them because of an electrical failure. Nina
writes that there is “no heat, hot water, oven, stove,
microwave, or dryer.” The failure is specific to their
apartment and repairs will take perhaps a month because
of tests, permits, inspections and other details. Mother
and son are staying very temporarily with Nina’s mother
Barbara Rife. The story is developing each day, but
believers have an opportunity to show concern and
perhaps help as this story unfolds.
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equipping every member to serve and build up one another and to
lead people into a saving and enriching relationship with Jesus Christ.

